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ABSTRACT 

The paper presents evaluation of correlations for calculation of concrete compression strength 

using nondestructive testing parameters for both impact and ultrasonic pulse methods, as listed in 

EN 13791:2007. This standard indicates procedures relating to compression strength determination 

in construction and building elements. These procedures relate to compression strength evaluation 

based either on test specimens (drill cores) or combination of NDT and drill core testing. These 

nondestructive methods are not covered by procedures taking into account only nondestructive 

testing parameter pursuant to common calibration correlation. Correlation based on Schmidt 

impact hammer rebound does not respect various positions of this instrument although positioning 

of the same is essential for rebound value. No specific type of impact hammer is given for particular 

calculation correlation. In addition, another challenge is preparation of test surface along with 

evaluation of impact hammer measurement according to EN 12504-2 as compared with EN 13791. 

Dispersion of significant values varies between 15 % and 50 % depending upon specific values of 

impact hammer rebound. Calculation correlation based on ultrasonic pulse velocity implies that – 

at 4 km/s – concrete compression strength is equal to zero which is absurd conclusion, indeed. We 

indicate confrontation with calibration correlation as stated by technical bibliography and technical 

standards as well. 
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1. Introduction 

Lately, technical norms of the Czech Republic have gone through a period of great changes, being 
replaced by the European standards. The modification has also affected the field of concrete testing 
inclusively the non-destructive one. Unfortunately, some European standards are wide of the 
perfection; the original Czech technical norms have shown substantially better quality and 
comprehensibility. An extra chapter of this paper deals with subsequent translation from the English 
into languages of the adopting countries, into the Czech language in this case. 
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The paper analyses methods for measuring of compression strength features to be derived from 
strength values detected by destructive tests of cored specimens in combination with non-destructive 
tests by means of impact hammer and ultrasonic pulse method. 

The European system includes standards for testing of built-in concrete as follows:  

- EN 13791 „Assessment of in-situ compressive strength in structures and precast concrete 
components“ 

- EN 12504-1 „Testing concrete in structures - Part 1: Cored specimens - Taking, examining 
and testing in compression“ 

- EN 12504-2  „Testing concrete in structures - Part 2: Non-destructive testing - Determination 
of rebound number“ 

- EN 12504-3 „Testing concrete in structures - Part 3: Determination of pull-out force“ 
- EN 12504-4  „Testing concrete - Part 4: Determination of ultrasonic pulse velocity“ 

Further, the ISO 13822 specifies a method for determination of characteristics regarding materials 
built in the existing constructions.  

As to the nondestructive concrete tests, also national technical standards are applicable within the 
Czech Republic, namely:  

- CSN 731370 „Nondestructive testing of concrete. Common regulations“ 
- CSN 731371  „Method of ultrasonic pulse testing of concrete“ 
- CSN 731372  „Testing of concrete by resonance method“ 
- CSN 731373  „Testing of concrete by hardness testing methods“ 
- CSN 732011  “Non-destructive testing of concrete structures”.  

2. Measuring by Impact Hammer

The most popular impact hammers currently used for concrete testing are those of Schmidt system 
by Proceq SA, manufactured in 3 basic types varying from each other by the impact energy, namely 
type N - impact energy of 2.207 Nm 
type L - impact energy of 0.735 Nm 
type M - impact energy of 30.0 Nm. 
Nowadays, the manufacture program of Schmidt impact hammer system includes two variants: 1) 
“Original” impact hammer, the resulting value of which is the rebound number; and 2) “Silver” 
impact hammer as a new type, which is an integrated electronic hammer with test resulting value of 
Q rebound coefficient gained from impact and rebound velocity, both detected before and 
immediately after the impact and computing the fraction of energy restored by the specimen under 
the test. Advantages of the latter Schmidt impact hammer are that the rebound coefficient is not 
influenced by the hammer position and the Q value is read in accuracy of one decimal place. 
Nevertheless, the building industry uses impact hammers, type N, most frequently, made by various 
manufactures and delivered under different commercial marks, such as OShB-1, Elcometer etc., all 
having technical parameters, similar to those of the Schmidt system.  
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3. Concrete Surface Preparation for Hardness Drop Testing 

In accordance with the EN 12504-2, the surface to be tested must be smoothed by a grinding stone. 
Plain and smooth surfaces need not to be ground. The surface must be absolutely free from any 
moisture. 
In compliance with the SN 731373, the dry test surface is to be ground in order to get free from 
any carbonized layers and to see the concrete structure. (Concretes of cube strength above 40 MPa 
may be tested without any previous surface grinding, if the surface is smooth and hard enough and 
provided that the results of comparison tests, done on the ground and non-ground spots show 
practically the same rebound values). 
A concrete moisture influence is regarded by w correction factor, the value of which varies from 
0.85 (dry concrete) to 1.05 (water saturated concrete). 
The author has compared rebound values gained from measuring by Schmidt impact hammer, type 
N, applied on concrete surfaces, strength classes C20/25 and C25/30, previously treated with 
grinding stone (a method in accordance with EN 1204-1) and with diamond charged grinding wheel 
(surface treatment as per SN 731373). The tests have shown that the average rebound value traced 
on the test surface treated by the method as per the EN 1204-1 differs by 1.5 rebound units in 
comparison with the values measured on the test surface treated by the method of SN 731373; in 
relation to the compression strength, the relevant values differ by approximately 3 MPa. The 
variation coefficient of rebound values traced on the test surface treated by the method as per the EN 
1204-1 exceeded 12.1% in comparison with the treatment as per the SN 731373, having shown a 
value of 6.9 %. It follows that the test surface treatment in accordance with the EN 12504-2 is 
easier, but not quite optimal for this kind of testing. 

2.2  Test result evaluation according  

By EN 12504-2 is results mean value from all readings taking into account, if appropriate, hammer 
deviation from normal line in line with manufacturer’s instruction; this value is to be provided as 
integer. In case more than 20 % of all readings differ from mean value for more than 6 scale 
division, the whole reading set has to be put aside. Pro Schmidt v tvrdom r typu odchylce pevnosti 

20% od pr m rné hodnoty odpovídá  odchylka odrazu  12,5%. 
By EN 12504-2 using all valid measurements (5 at the least) on one test spot, arithmetic mean is 
calculated rounding it to 1 scale division (R). Particular valid measurement values must not differ 
from this arithmetic mean for more than  20%. All values out of these limits are rejected; 
remaining valid measurements (again 5 at the least) shall serve for arithmetic mean calculation once 
more. Concrete compression strength is determined based on rebound corresponding to one test spot 
using common calibration relation whereas the hammer deviation from normal line is taken into 
account. 
A comparison of the permissible rebound numbers scattering with the methods above has shown 
that in case of the method according to EN 12504-1, the rebound values detected on a tested spot 
may reach a scattering from 50% to 20 %, especially in relation to the rebound number intervals 
between 20 and 50. In practical terms, it principally means that, in case of lower average rebound 
numbers detected in the spot of testing, any inaccurate measuring may occur within an evaluated set. 
A graphical comparison for the Schmidt impact hammer, type N, is shown in the Figure No. 1 
below. 
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4. Relations for Concrete Compression Strength Deriving from Rebound Number

The EN 13791 specifies two types of relation, (1) and (2), for deriving of fR concrete strength from 
R rebound number of a Schmidt impact hammer: 

23R25.1fR    20  R  24                    (1)    

5.34R73.1fR    24  R  50                  (2)    

The standard makes no difference between the testing Schmidt impact hammer positions (“Original” 
Schmidt impact hammer) and the impact energy thereof. The former disproves physical laws, 
actually valid independently on the norm elaborators´ meaning; the latter does not considerate the 
impact energy values varying in dependence on the used different Schmidt impact hammer types, 
i.e. the measured rebound number values correspond to different concrete strength values. 
The standard also does not take into consideration the fact that – today – there are available 
concretes with higher strength values in comparison with those, for which the mentioned calibration 
relation is valid. Moreover, when testing so called “old concretes”, the rebound numbers are 
substantially higher and so, such values are not in compliance with the real concrete strength values.  
Figure 2 below illustrates graphical comparison of relations (1) and (2) by EN 13791 with those 
specified in the SN 731373, following the relations by Schmidt impact hammer manufacturers. 
Figure 3 below shows such comparison for Schmidt impact hammer, type L. 
The comparison above shows that the relations (1) and (2) for deriving of strength values from 
a Schmidt impact hammer rebound number come out from calibration relations valid for the 
vertically up position of the Schmidt impact hammer, type N. 
Evaluation of the measuring with Schmidt impact hammer, type L, shows considerable 
underestimating of test results.  
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Fig. 1: Comparison of Admissible Rebound Number Deviations, Evaluation as per EN 12504-2 and 
CSN 731373 

Table 1 below exemplifies the influence of Schmidt impact hammer position on the concrete 
strength values detected with methods according to the EN 13791 and SN 73 1373. The tested 
structure was a monolithic reinforced concrete slab and girder floor, whereas the girders and slab 
blocks were made of the identical concrete class by one and the same manufacturer. The girders 
were tested with Schmidt impact hammer in horizontal position; in case of slab testing, the Schmidt 
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impact hammer was in vertically down position. The Table 1 contains evaluation of results gained 
by using of relation methods as per the EN 13791 in comparison with those by SN 731373.  
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Fig. 3: Comparison of Basic Curve as a Result of Measuring as per the EN 13791 with Basic Curves 
Resulting from Measuring by the Method of SN 73 1373 under Different Positions of Schmidt 

Impact Hammer, Type L 
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Table 1 below exemplifies the influence of Schmidt impact hammer position on the concrete 
strength values detected with methods according to the EN 13791 and SN 73 1373. The tested 
structure was a monolithic reinforced concrete slab and girder floor, whereas the girders and slab 
blocks were made of the identical concrete class by one and the same manufacturer. The girders 
were tested with Schmidt impact hammer in horizontal position; in case of slab testing, the Schmidt 
impact hammer was in vertically down position. The Table 1 contains evaluation of results gained 
by using of relation methods as per the EN 13791 in comparison with those by SN 731373.  

It follows from the above mentioned arguments that the relation specified in EN 13791 influences 
the concrete strength values detected by means of different Schmidt impact hammer position, which 
reflects in final parameters of the resulting set, relevant for the concrete class determination. This 
especially is important in cases, where it is not possible to take the necessary number of cored 
specimens from the tested construction in order to nail down the results of non-destructive tests or, 
when the cored specimens are taken in the framework of measuring by Schmidt impact hammer in 
one and the sole position. The mentioned calibration relation specified in EN 13791 is not usable for 
measuring of concrete strength values to be detected solely by non-destructive tests which, 
incidentally, are not permissible according to this standard.  

The norm does not pay any attention to the fact that there are used impact hammers with different 
impact energy, the utilization of which is governed by a construction thickness. The Schmidt impact 
hammers, impact energy of 2.207 Nm, are recommended for testing of constructions with thickness 
of 100 mm as a minimum; Schmidt impact hammers with impact energy of 0.735 Nm are 
recommended for constructions, thickness of 60 mm as a minimum (thin-walled constructions).  

Curves of the EN 13791 represent rebound number values of the interval between 20 and 50. 
Nevertheless, especially the old concretes (age of 20 years and more), show rebound number values 
above 50, in spite of the fact that the actual concrete strength value is usually by ca 30 or 50 % 
lower than the compression strength value derived from the calibration relation. Such distinct 
overestimating of the concrete strength values is influenced by many a factors. A concrete surface 
layer seriously carbonized to a large extent cannot be reasonably removed by any diamond-charged 
grinding wheel, and a grinding stone, as recommended in the EN 12504-2, is a mere child’s toy in 
this case. Other factors are the concrete relative density, construction reinforcement or the 
aggregates contents and grain size (reinforced concrete floor slabs, thickness 60 mm, of a 
construction from the 1930s, have contained grains of sizes between 30 and 60 mm). 

5. Relation for Concrete Compression Strength Determination in Dependence on Ultrasonic 

Pulse Velocity   

    

When testing the concrete compression strength in structures, ultrasonic pulse method is essentially 
less frequently used for a correct measuring in comparison with using of impact hammers, as the 
results of measuring are influenced by many a factors, above all by concrete moisture, type of 
aggregates or construction reinforcement.  

There is no problem to evoke special-purpose calibration relations for laboratory testing of concretes 
with defined composition, especially with defined moisture conditions (a concrete specimen is put 
into water bath of a set temperature prior to testing). 
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Table 1: Comparison of Concrete Strength Results Evaluated According to EN 13791 and SN 
731373 Methods  

GIRDERS  SLAB BLOCK 

R fR. EN fR. CSN (fR. EN- fR.

CSN)

R fR. EN fR. EN (fR. EN- fR.

CSN)

36.2 28 33 -4.9 36.8 29.2 29 0 
33.0 23 28 -5.4 38.4 31.9 32 0 
38.0 31 37 -5.8 40.3 35.2 34 1 
39.0 33 39 -6.0 43.7 41.1 41 0 
34.9 26 32 -6.1 41.3 36.9 37 0 
40.0 35 41 -6.3 41.0 36.4 36 0 
32.7 22 28 -5.9 42.2 38.5 38 1 
34.0 24 30 -5.7 40.2 35.0 35 0 
37.0 30 35 -5.5 38.6 32.3 32 0 
36.5 29 33 -4.4 39.7 34.2 34 0 
34.2 25 30 -5.3 38.0 31.2 30 1 
37.1 30 35 -5.3 40.9 36.3 37 -1 
36.6 29 35 -6.2 39.0 33.0 32 1 
38.1 31 37 -5.6 40.4 35.4 35 0 
34.3 25 30 -5.2 37.4 30.2 30 0 
mX -- 28.0 33.5 mX 34.5 34.1 --
s -- 3.8 3.9 s 3.2 3.4 --
Vx -- 13.6 11.8 Vx 0.094 0.098 --
R []  rebound number 

fR. EN [MPa]  
Compression strength as per the relation by 
EN 13791 

fR. CSN [MPa]  
Compression strength as per the relation by 

SN 731373 
(fR. EN- fR. CSN) [MPa]  Difference between strength values 

mX [MPa]  Average value 

s [MPa]  Permissible deviation 

Vx [%]  Variation coefficient 

Therefore, in case of concretes with different composition and moisture content, any attempt to 
create a correct general calibration relation for reckoning of strength values is rather complicated.  

The EN 13791 specifies relation (3) for deriving of fV concrete strength from V ultrasonic pulse 
velocity. 

   990V5.497V5.62f 2
V    4  V  4,8 [km/s]                  (3)    
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This relation is graphically demonstrated in Figure 4 below. The graph shows concrete strength 
value equalling to zero MPa, when the ultrasonic pulse velocity V = 4 km/s. The literature offers 
concrete categories defined in dependence on ultrasonic pulse velocity, namely:  

PULSE VELOCITY [m/s] CONDITION 

bellow 2130 very poor 
2130 to 3050 generally poor 
3050 to 3660 questionable 
3660 to 4570 generally good 
Above 4570 excellent 

It follows that hard concrete may show essentially lower ultrasonic pulse velocity, when certain 
strength values have been reached.  
For illustration, there are mentioned relations as follows: a) relation (4) by the SN 73 1371 (as a 
footnote only); and b) relations (5, 6) for deriving of concrete strength from ultrasonic pulse velocity 
(elaboration by the author):  

Relation by SN 73 1373 for normal concrete types 

   3,87V56V9,9f 2
V       [km/s]          (4)    

Relation for concrete types, class C25/30 and C 30/37 (age of concrete 7 up to 56 days)  [1] 

   6344.5
V V0133.0f    3,1  V  4,6 [km/s]                    (5)    

Relation for concrete types using gypsum free cement (age of concrete 1 up to 28 days) [3] 

   2478.6
V V0027.0f    3,6  V  5,1 [km/s]                          (6)    
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6. Relations for Concrete Compression Strength Derived from the Rebound Number 

Art. 8.3. of the EN 13791 contains a method for basic curve shifting based on testing of cored 
specimens – see Fig. 5 (example by EN 13791). 
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The Art. 8.3.3. of EN 13791 contains a note saying that the basic curve is situated in the lower 
position, which always means a positive shifting thereof. Such assumption leans on the fact that the 
cored specimens show higher strength values than those presented with a basic curve resulting from 
non-destructive test methods. As already said above, we have rather experienced a reversed 
phenomenon in practise, i.e., the strength values measured with cored specimens are lower than 
those derived from non-destructive method curves – see the Fig. 6 containing the test results of real 
constructions (reinforced concrete columns, concrete in the age of 22 years).  

7. Conclusion  

Having analyzed the non-destructive test methods for concrete testing in construction and 
calibration relations for deriving of concrete strength values from parameters of non-destructive 
tests as per the European standards and Czech technical norms, we may give statements as follows:  
Evaluation of rebound number values measured in a test spot by methods as per the EN 12504-2 
shows very high permissible deviations varying between 20% and 50%, which subsequently 
negatively influences the compression strength values set for the built-in concrete.  
A treatment of concrete surface with grinding stone as per the EN 12504-2 is only convenient for 
newly concreted constructions with smooth and plain surface; it does not enable to remove 
carbonated concrete surfaces of any existing construction having been exposed to the impact of 
moisture and air CO2 .
The basic relation by the EN 13791 for deriving of a concrete strength value from the rebound 
number is disputable, as it does not take into consideration any Schmidt impact hammer position or 
the impact energy thereof; there is no reason for supposing that only Schmidt impact hammers with 
the impact energy of 2.207 Nm will be used.  
The basic relation by the EN 13791 for deriving of the concrete strength from an ultrasonic pulse 
velocity is nonsense and, the occurrence thereof in a European standard is rather embarrassing. It 
denies all the test results having been gained and presented by numerous authors within the last tens 
of years. An ultrasonic pulse velocity is absurd, when the hard concrete strength equals to zero. 
The method for elaborating of non-destructive test results by examination of cored specimens in situ 
is correct, however, the information in the note to Art. 8.3. of the EN 13791 speaking about always 
positive shifting of the basic curve is missing any confirmation. The experience known from testing 
of so called “old” concretes does not correspond to such argument.  
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